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ABSTRACT
The Whale-Road to Road House:
A Study of the Contemporary Transmission of Beowulf
by
Haley Grindstaff
This thesis explores three versions of Beowulf: Gareth Hinds’s graphic novel Beowulf (2007),
Maria Dahvana Headley’s translation Beowulf (2020), and Rowdy Herrington’s film Road House
(1989). While Hinds and Headley fail to convey Beowulf as a cultural elegy by subtracting or
misrepresenting significant scenes and characters, Road House superimposes the story of
Beowulf onto 1980s America. Parallels between the plots of Beowulf and Road House and Road
House’s interaction with the political underpinnings of the 80s (such as Reaganomics and the
AIDS epidemic) make the film one of the best at capturing the elements of cultural elegy in the
original poem.
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DEDICATION
For my parents, who raised me on all things 80s.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The Contemporary Transmissions of Beowulf
Beowulf is an Old English epic whose author and date of composition remain a mystery,
and whose importance is impossible to overestimate. Because the poem is written in Old English
– a language that is not spoken today, but that morphed into modern English – translations and
adaptations of the poem abound. The poem tells the story of Geat hero Beowulf, who rids Heorot
Hall of Grendel and his mother, and then slays a dragon many years later. While the actions of
the poem may be simple, the complexities of Beowulf lie in the cultural exploration the poet
provides to readers; churning just beneath the surface of the plot, Beowulf tells the story of an
early Medieval Germanic society that is defined by strife and destruction. Beowulf is a relic of a
people that is subsumed by exactly what the Beowulf poet warns its readers of, and thus the poem
acts as a cultural elegy for Beowulf’s world even as he is living in it. Throughout this thesis,
then, I will exploring three adaptations of Beowulf that explore the aspect of cultural elegy quite
differently from one another: Gareth Hinds’s graphic novel Beowulf (2007), Maria Dahvana
Headley’s revisionist translation Beowulf (2020), and Rowdy Herrington’s cult classic Road
House (1989).
Marketed to readers aged 10 to 18, Gareth Hinds’s 2007 graphic novel rendition of
Beowulf has certainly garnered its share of attention. In his laudable ambition of making the story
more accessible to a broader range of readers, however, Hinds fails to accurately capture the
spirit of Beowulf, a text whose value lies in its exploration of the complex social and political
world of early Medieval Germanic society. Hinds trades in those complexities for the sake of
focusing his text on Beowulf as a superhero. Hinds’s Beowulf strips away the political and
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cultural underpinnings that are inherent in the original story as he transmits the story in a way
that puts visual art and drama center stage.
While Hinds’s attempts are commendable, his artistic decisions are not without fault and
certainly not without consequence. Partly an effort to extend Beowulf’s reach to a broader
audience and partly an exercise in illustrating the comic book-style, action-packed story, this
experiment in translating a text into a graphic novel does succeed in some respects. In particular,
the epic scale of the battles and the grand sense of adventure do come through in Hinds’s text,
potentially even more clearly than they do in its written translations – scenes like these are comic
book fodder already and thus translate well to this medium. This retelling offers readers a
portrayal of the story that conveys what Hinds sees as the most important aspect of the story –
the action that leads to “good” triumphing over “evil,” of justice being restored to the world of
Beowulf. Unfortunately, that is where Hinds’s text falters. While the text does render the original
story more accessible and may be useful for struggling or reluctant readers, Hinds ultimately
fails to convey the heart of the story, that while this is a story involving monsters and heroes, it is
ultimately the story of a rich culture and one man’s failure at protecting his fragile world.
Garnering equal attention as Hinds’s Beowulf is Maria Dahvana Headley’s new
translation of Beowulf (2020). Ruth Franklin’s piece “A ‘Beowulf’ For Our Moment,” published
in the New Yorker in 2020, offers high praise for Headley’s translation of Beowulf. Hailed as a
“revisionist translation [that] infuses the Old English poem with feminism and social-media
slang,” Franklin inadvertently draws attention to the flaws in Headley’s modern translation. The
first word of this translation, “Bro,” is indicative of the entire translation and prepares readers for
what they might expect of the text. Instead of offering a valuable translation of this ancient text
that is more easily situated in today’s culture and is thus easier to read and comprehend for
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modern readers, which Headley is absolutely equipped to do, she focuses on incorporating
modern slang to the point where the translation becomes absurdly humorous. While her attempt
at adapting Beowulf into something modern readers can relate to is laudable, it falls short under
critical scrutiny. Although she has made a name for herself as an author deeply in tune with the
social and political milieu of her time, in reality she forgoes linguistic and poetic integrity and
reduces this ancient tale of heroism and villainy, honor and sacrifice, and a rich cultural artifact
to a glimmer of its former glory. In this chapter, then, I will explore the authorial decision and
implications of using slang that is deeply imbedded in a specific culture, and the faults in
Headley’s goals of this translation – namely, focusing on appearing culturally informed instead
of offering a translation that is accurate to the original and relevant to our own time.
The version of Beowulf that enables a contemporary audience to understand the cultural
significance of the text as the “original” audience would perhaps have perceived the story is
Rowdy Herrington’s 1989 film Road House. The film’s success in capturing the spirit of Beowulf
lies in the fact that it is not a translation or retelling of that ancient story, but a modern American
story of trouble in a seedy bar – exactly what Beowulf was in its own historical context. Because
it is much more relatable to today’s audiences despite being nearly three decades old now, a
modern American audience is much more suited to understand the dramatic effect Beowulf
through viewing Road House than they are by reading versions like Hinds’s and Headley’s.
Road House does not actively try to be or even resemble Beowulf; instead, this film tells
the story of the best bouncer in the business, called in to clean up “the sleazy bar called The
Double Deuce from troublemakers who terrorize the customers” (Riganas). On its most base
level, then, the plot of Beowulf matches that of Road House. Protagonist Dalton, played by
Patrick Swayze at the height of his stardom, is comparable to Beowulf as a character. An out-of-
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towner like Beowulf, Dalton is a philosophy degree-holding professional bouncer who is called
in to clean up the bar, and Beowulf is a well-renowned warrior who responds to Hrothgar’s
desperate need for someone to defend his hall. They are both separate from their foes, Other in
the sense that they are the only ones capable of effectively completing their respective tasks –
both of which happen to be “cleaning up” (or defeating the havoc-wreaking antagonists) these
two distinct but similar spaces that are intended for drinking, communing with one’s friends, and
sharing stories. In this chapter of my thesis I will explore the cultural and political context of
1980s America compared to that of Beowulf’s own world, as well as the setting and character
parallels. Ultimately, this film captures the spirit of Beowulf without being or trying to be
Beowulf, and that is what makes it more successful than its counterparts.
A Note on Beowulf
Throughout this essay, I refer to the “original” Beowulf. There is no original version of
this ancient story. As Robert Bjork and Anita Obermeir note in their article “Date, Provenance,
Author, Audiences,” scholars are unsure of the authorship and date of creation of this epic; the
author “remains anonymous despite sporadic attempts to discover his identity” and “suggestions
for when Beowulf was composed range from 340 to 1025” (13). There are many unknowns
surrounding this text, and it is impossible to definitively answer these questions about its
composition. Furthermore, the earliest manuscript that scholars have access to is written in Old
English, damaged from a fire in the 18th century, and is now shelved at the British Library,
situated in a manuscript with several other texts, called the Nowell Codex (Cotton MS Vitellius
A XV). I am not a scholar of Old English; any knowledge I have about this story comes only
from reading several English translations of the text, and not from reading the actual words in
Old English as they appear in the manuscript. I acknowledge that every translation is an act of
10

interpretation, but through the course of my study of this work, my goal has been to read a wide
variety of translations, some praised and some derided, so that I might come to an understanding
of the story that is fairly close to the “original” as it exists in our earliest manuscript. When I
refer to the “original” story, then, I am only referring to translations from Seamus Heaney, J.R.R.
Tolkien, and R.K. Gordon, and only those aspects within the translations that are corroborated in
other translations.
Conclusion
My goal in this thesis is to offer a multi-faceted perspective on the contemporary
transmission of the cornerstone text that is Beowulf through the lens of this controversial quote
from Tolkien:
“Beowulf is not an ‘epic’, not even a magnified ‘lay’. No terms borrowed from Greek or
other literatures exactly fit: there is no reason why they should. Though if we must have a
term, we should choose rather ‘elegy’. It is an heroic-elegiac poem; and in a sense all its
first 3,136 lines are the prelude to a dirge . . . .” (Tolkien 31).
Beowulf might be heroic in the sense that he does rid Heorot Hall of Grendel, the task he crossed
the whale-road to accomplish, and then kills Grendel’s mother after she seeks vengeance for her
son’s death. But Beowulf is a story that revolves around the forces that are simply too much for
one man to combat, and it is a story that guides the reader to the destruction of Geatland even as
readers witness Beowulf’s heroism against monsters. Beowulf might seem to be the answer to
everyone’s problems, but he cannot save Heorot Hall from burning due to human fighting; he
cannot stop the dragon before its fiery breath has ravaged his town; and he cannot stop the
Swedes from invading his home and eradicating his country. Beowulf, like Road House, is the
story of intense political and cultural study intertwined with one man’s heroic deeds against
11

monstrous creatures; it is a fantastical story set against a grim reality, and one that, as Tolkien
puts it, is a cultural elegy for Beowulf’s world even as he is living in it.
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CHAPTER 2. GARETH HINDS’S GRAPHIC NOVEL BEOWULF
Introduction
An American Library Association Best Book for Young Adults, Gareth Hinds’s 2007
graphic novel rendition of Beowulf has earned a place on the shelves of many libraries. Marketed
towards readers as young as ten years old, this text offers an accessible and engaging abridged
version of Beowulf complete with both text and comic book style illustrations. Gareth Hinds has
made a career of creating graphic novels based on literary classics, such as The Odyssey (2010)
and Macbeth (2015). The “About Me” section of his website notes that his books can be found in
bookstores and English classrooms across the country. His audience, then, includes casual adult
and young adult readers, as well as teachers and librarians who want to include classic literature
in their curriculums and schools in an engaging and appealing format.
Hinds’s graphic novel version of Beowulf might be more enticing than a traditional
translation to students for a few reasons. The influence of America’s obsession with comic book
heroes, as evidenced by the enormously popular superhero movies of the Marvel or DC Comics
cinematic universes is on clear display in this text. Students who might not reach for or take the
time to read a classic text that has been assigned in an English class may be more inclined to read
this text, then, because Hinds’s Beowulf is more closely related to a classic superhero comic
book than to a lengthy, and oftentimes linguistically difficult, traditional translation of the story.
In an interview with Sequential Art, Hinds says,
“Beowulf is essentially a superhero; but although he is certainly muscular, he fights
realistically, he dresses realistically, and in the end he's mortal. I mean, I love the
fundamentals of the superhero mythology, but I try to separate those from the trappings,
so hopefully nothing in my work looks like a superhero book at all.”
13

On the “Frequently Asked Questions” page of his website, though, he contradicts
himself: Hinds writes that, “I had experimented with adaptation . . . and I wanted to keep
exploring the literary adaptation vein, but I wanted something more heroic and action-oriented.
Beowulf is a perfect connection between ancient literature and the modern superhero genre.” By
his own account, then, this graphic novel is one that seeks to bridge the connection between the
ancient literature that students might struggle to understand and engage with and the stylistics of
the classic American comic book in an effort to localize the story through the lens of modern
superheroes. Because graphic novels typically rely more heavily on illustrations than on text,
students may find this version of Beowulf more understandable and relatable while still grasping
the major events and themes of the story than if they had just been exposed to it through a
translation.
Hinds’s attempt to modernize this classic text through the superhero comic genre to make
the original more accessible to a broader range of readers, though laudable, is ultimately a
failure. While the original story is undoubtedly superhero-esque, it is much more complex than
Hinds renders it. Hinds’s graphic novel has the potential to transmit the story to a modern
audience successfully – after all, what is Beowulf if not an action-packed struggle between good
and evil? The atmospheric, mystical landscape, the adventures, and the battles are right at home
in the pages of a comic book. What is missing, however, are the aspects of cultural elegy that
Hinds chooses to omit from his pages. Hinds fails to accurately capture the spirit of Beowulf, as
this is a text whose value lies in its ambiguities and its elegiac world (like much Old English
poetry), which Hinds trades in for the sake of visual art and accessibility. Ultimately, his
adaptation lacks the nuance that makes the story timeless as it erases the elegiac air of
destruction and chaos to which the original poem so ardently clings. Hinds reduces this
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provocative tale to a bland, one-dimensional story that ignores the major undercurrents of
Beowulf. Stripped of the elements of cultural elegy, all that remains is standard fight scenes that
can be found in any number of underwhelming, formulaic comic books.
In highlighting Beowulf’s superhuman physical prowess and the drama of his fight scenes, Hinds
ignores the political context that allows readers to grasp what is truly at stake in these fights –
which certainly is not just a warrior’s glory. Instead, the security and indeed even the existence
of these nations is constantly at risk. Societies are in danger of being eradicated by both internal
and external threats. Hinds sacrifices the subtle but existential nuance of the political
environment that rules Beowulf’s world to create a graphic novel adaptation that instead
resembles modern superhero comic books.
Beowulf’s Arrival in Denmark
The first glimpse readers get of the constant threats to the nations in this ancient
Germanic world is when Beowulf and his men land in Denmark. Here they are greeted by the
watchman of the Scyldings. Brandishing a spear and perched atop his horse, the watchman asks
the strange men, here in Heaney’s translation:
“What kind of men are you who arrive
rigged out for combat in coats of mail,
sailing here over the sea-lanes
in your steep-hulled boat? I have been stationed
as lookout on this coast for a long time.
My job is to watch the waves for raiders,
any danger to the Danish shore. . . .
I say it again: the sooner you tell
15

where you come from and why, the better.” (Heaney 237-267).
In the commentary of his translation, Tolkien notes that though the knight is alone on his watch,
it is understood that he “had means of raising an alarm” and that his “challenge was shouted in a
high clear voice from a fair distance” (196). While the speech may seem insignificant, in
actuality it reveals some important underpinnings of early Medieval Danish society. Readers
understand by the watchman’s demand that the characters in this story, Beowulf, his men, and
the watchman included, inhabit a tumultuous, dangerous world that requires constant vigilant
watch by someone armed, trusted, and presumably trained to protect his people. It also reveals
that Beowulf has arrived at a shore where courtesy is highly valued. As Tolkien observes, the
watchman “spoke in hostile terms (cloaked in courteous expression)” (196). The watchman,
then, chooses his words carefully. He is acutely aware of the vulnerable position of the country
he is protecting – Grendel has murdered no small number of the warriors of Hrothgar’s court
during his twelve-year reign and the news of this slaughter has clearly spread far and wide, so
much so that it has crossed an ocean into Geatland to reach Beowulf’s ears. Because his country
is vulnerable to attack right now, and because this is a world ruled by invasion and attack (as
readers glean from the poet’s descriptions of a “good” king, who all had “courage and greatness”
and led “heroic campaigns” (Heaney 2-3)), the watchman assumes that Beowulf and his men
have arrived to capitalize on their vulnerability and conquer the Danes.
Hinds, however, leaves this entire exchange out of his graphic novel adaptation of
Beowulf. What Hinds does include is a one page illustration of Beowulf and his men sailing, and
then immediately follows that with an illustration of a messenger informing Hrothgar that he
should listen to their request because “their gear is that of worthy men and their chief is a noble
prince” (Hinds). It is worth noting that in the original, the messenger is the watchman who
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greeted Beowulf’s company; upon deciding to trust the men, he guides them to King Hrothgar.
However, there is no identification of this character in Hinds’s version and no indication of the
band’s first meeting on the cliffs with this messenger. Furthermore, in the original, what
convinces the watchman to guide the crew to Hrothgar is not the state of their gear or the lineage
of Beowulf – according to the poem, it is Beowulf’s convincing, confident, and seeminglygenuine words that lead the watchman to trust him when they first meet on the cliffs, even when
he knows Beowulf may be concealing his true motive: to attack and claim Hrothgar’s throne for
himself while the Danes are at their weakest. By not including the watchman’s interactions with
Beowulf, Hinds removes entirely the social and political context from the story. Readers no
longer understand how afraid the Danes must be of Grendel’s attacks on Heorot Hall, which
systematically erode national security, and thus of their own vulnerability to outside attacks, if
the watchman (and the king) are allowing strangers in to challenge the creature. What is missing
from Hinds’s adaptation in his exclusion of the first meeting between the watchman and the
Geats, then, is a representation of the Danes’ existential vulnerability to attacks from the outside
world, even when they are under extreme internal duress due to Grendel’s attacks.
Confrontation Between Unferth and Beowulf
One of the earliest tests of Beowulf’s mettle is not one of physical strength, but mental –
one of knowing the court, and knowing how to act in it. Being courteous, knowing how one
should conduct himself at court, and also knowing information about the people of the court
itself is a strength required not of a warrior, but of a leader. Before a feast to celebrate Beowulf’s
intent to defeat Grendel begins, Beowulf is seated amongst the Danish court. Unferth
immediately confronts Beowulf about his swimming contest with Breca. Unferth, a courtier of
the king, is described as loosing his speech as “a spell to bring forth strife” since looking at
17

Beowulf “made him sick with envy” and “he could not brook or abide the fact/ that anyone else
alive under heaven/ might enjoy greater regard than he did” (Tolkien 27, Heany 502-505). He
claims that Beowulf was bested by Breca’s greater strength in the contest (Heaney 517), and that
he expects Beowulf to be “worsted” as “no one has ever/ outlasted an entire night against
Grendel” (Heaney 527-528). Beowulf responds,
“Well, friend Unferth, you have had your say
about Breca and me. But it was mostly beer
that was doing the talking. . . .
. . . Breca could never
move out farther or faster from me
than I could manage to move from him.
Shoulder to shoulder, we struggled on
for five nights, until the long flow
and pitch of the waves, the perishing cold,
night falling and winds from the north
drove us apart. . . .
Now I cannot recall
any fight you entered, Unferth,
that bears comparison. . . .
You killed your own kith and kin,
so for all your cleverness and quick tongue,
you will suffer damnation in the depths of hell.” (Heaney 530-589)
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In Hinds’s variation of this scene, there is no context for Unferth’s character: he is not
depicted sitting at King Hrothgar’s feet, where his status as a trusted advisor is evident, and
while his jealousy of Beowulf is implied, it certainly is not claimed outright as it is in the original
text. Furthermore, Beowulf’s response to Unferth’s criticism is lacking important context that
leads readers to misinterpret this confrontation and the significance of it. In Hinds’s version,
Beowulf and Breca stay together during their competition (until the waters part them
unwillingly) because neither one could outswim the other; Hinds’s Beowulf says, “Not one whit
farther than I could he swim, nor could I outpace him.” However, in the original poem, Beowulf
claims that he had “greater prowess in the sea;” he tells Unferth, “Never at all could he swim
away from me afar upon the streaming waves, more swift than I upon the deep; from him I
would not go1” (28). Beowulf has the choice and certainly the ability to leave Breca and thus
claim victory in their contest, but instead he chooses to stay behind with his childhood friend.
Much is revealed about Beowulf in this detail – Beowulf is loyal to his friend despite the ease
with which he could leave him behind and win their contest; he is smart enough to recognize the
shortcomings of Breca and how disastrous those shortcomings could be for him; he values
Breca’s life over the glory of winning; and he is even able to let people believe he has lost the
competition because he knows the real story. The strength of Beowulf’s character as a warrior –
the qualities that make him a desirable battlefield companion – are completely erased in Hinds’s
adaptation: the focus of this speech is only on Beowulf’s physical slaying of the sea creatures,
rather than the merits of his character as a warrior and future leader.

1

R.K. Gordon’s translation makes Beowulf’s choice more clear than does Tolkien’s. Gordon writes, “In no wise
could he swim far from me on the waves of the flood, more quickly on the sea; I would not consent to leave him”
(10).
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Furthermore, Hinds leaves out a hugely important moment in this exchange between
Beowulf and Unferth. At the end of his rebuttal to the courtier’s challenge, Hinds’s Beowulf
ends his speech thusly: “Spent with swimming, I was finally cast up by the tide upon the land of
the Finns. I have heard of no such deeds as done by thee, Unferth, son of Ecglaf.” But this
assessment from Beowulf is simply inaccurate on Hinds’s part: Beowulf has heard of such deeds
by Unferth, although they are much less honorable than Beowulf’s; in the original poem,
Beowulf says that though he has heard of no such glorious battles involving Unferth, he has
heard that he murdered his own brothers (29). While this may seem like a dig on Beowulf’s part
(because it very much is), more importantly it reveals that Beowulf is knowledgeable about
Hrothgar’s court. He did not merely set out across the sea to this foreign land relying on his
physical strength to win himself glory; he took the time to learn the nuances and history of the
court, knowing that being courteous might be half the battle in defeating Grendel. While Hinds’s
account of this scene does include some important features, like Beowulf’s decision to offer the
alcohol as an excuse for Unferth’s poor behavior in attempting to make Beowulf seem weak in
front of the court, overall this rendition of the scene does a disservice to the poem. Hinds’s
Beowulf is not humble, as he is in the original story, but is boastful of his physical strength. Most
importantly, Hinds disregards all aspects of Beowulf’s character this his response to Unferth
reveals.
After dealing with Unferth’s confrontation, Beowulf then turns the conversation back to
his task: he triumphantly claims, “He will return who may, triumphant to the mead, when the
light of the morning on the following day, the sun in skiey robes, shines from the south over the
children of men!” (30). Beowulf does not revel in the strength he has just revealed in this
confrontation with Unferth – he lets his claims serve their purpose and then moves on. He
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reminds the court that while he is there to earn glory for himself, it is a glory that ultimately
serves them as much as it does him. Beowulf does not sail across a strait to a foreign land for two
days to gloat; he sails across the sea to eradicate their problem and restore Heorot Hall to them,
while winning personal glory for himself in the process. Where Unferth intentionally creates a
negative atmosphere at the feast and wants the court to question Beowulf’s abilities, Beowulf
ultimately strengthens the court’s faith in his ability to defeat Grendel and restores the feast’s
positive, hopeful tone.
This scene marks an important moment in the relationship between King Hrothgar and
Beowulf; it is only after this exchange that “the grey-haired treasure-giver was glad” (Heaney
607). Beowulf has just proved himself as more than the possessor of brute strength – he is smart
and aware of the political situation he has found himself in; he knows Unferth is trying to
embarrass him because he is jealous of Beowulf, who notes in his rebuttal to Unferth that “thy
wit be good” (29). He does not take Unferth’s words personally, and he does not react with
violence, though it is clear that Beowulf would best him in a fight (though there would be no
honor in that). He is calm, level-headed, but firm. It is in this moment that Hrothgar smiles; in
“joyful hour was” King Hrothgar after Beowulf refuted Unferth’s words, defended himself with
tact and poise, and returned the focus of the feast from the confrontation between the two men
back to the hope for Hrothgar’s people and the cleansing of Heorot Hall. The interaction between
Unferth and Beowulf, and that it pleases King Hrothgar, has nothing to do with Beowulf’s
physical strength. Beowulf has inadvertently revealed his capabilities as a ruler. He takes care of
his men, cares for others, knows how to play the game of the court when his strength means that
he does not exactly have to. Hrothgar is not pleased that Beowulf is strong, though that is
certainly an asset. Instead, he is pleased that he is “mindful of courtesy,” just as Queen
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Wealhtheow is described in the paragraph following Beowulf’s final remark to Unferth.
Hrothgar sees the makings of a king in Beowulf.
Wealhtheow’s Speech before Grendel’s Mother Attacks
Another important speech Hinds leaves out of his adaptation is that of Wealhtheow
during the feast before Beowulf and his men are – so they think – to set out for home, after
Grendel has been defeated and just before Grendel’s vengeance-seeking mother comes to
Heorot. Before that speech, however, it is essential to first establish the context in which
Wealhtheow delivers it: readers must recall first Hrothgar’s words when his court is celebrating
Beowulf’s victory against Grendel. Upon marveling at Grendel’s bloody arm hung above
Heorot’s front door, King Hrothgar, amongst many knights who have ridden in to see proof of
Grendel’s demise as well as members of the court and his queen, thanks God and does something
quite significant: he claims Beowulf as his son. Hrothgar announces, “Now, Beowulf, best of
men, I will cherish thee in my heart even as a son” (40). On the surface, this may seem to be an
inconsequential claim, something Hrothgar said without thinking in a moment of excitement and
relief over Grendel’s demise, and something easily understood (by us) as figurative. However,
Hrothgar’s words have serious implications for the tumultuous ancient Germanic world of
Beowulf. In claiming Beowulf as his son, despite having family members who are meant to
inherit the throne upon his death, Hrothgar is potentially stirring seeds of discontent in the minds
of his own blood relatives, the boys who have the rightful claim to the Danish throne. This poses
such serious risks to the peace and safety of their world that Wealhtheow addresses this misstep
in her own speech a few pages later. At a feast later that day, Wealhtheow says to the company,
“I have heard men say that thou wert in mind to take this warrior for thy son. Lo! Heorot
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is cleansed, this shining hall where rings are dealt; dispose while yet thou mayest of many
a reward, and to thy kin after thee leave thy people and thy realm, when thou must go
forth to look upon thy fate. Hrothulf I know well, my nephew fair, that he will in honour
cherish these our youths, if thou, dear master of the Scyldings, sooner than he do leave
this world. Methinks that he will with good repay our sons, if he recalleth all these deeds
of grace that we did unto him, to his pleasure and his honour, while yet he was a child.”
(47)
Wealhtheow, always “mindful of courtesy” (Tolkien 30), reminds Hrothgar of the implications
of his words; she offers an explanation similar to Beowulf’s offer of the ale as the explanation
for Unferth’s attack earlier in the poem. It is this speech that highlights the importance of
Wealhtheow’s status in her court – she supports and encourages Hrothgar’s gift-giving to
Beowulf, who has done something that no other warrior has thus far been able to achieve, but she
does so in a way that ensures she is still honoring her and Hrothgar’s own blood relatives and
maintains the current peace and safety of their kingdom. She reminds Hrothgar that while
Beowulf is an honorable man deserving of all their thanks, they already have capable boys in line
to take Hrothgar’s throne when the time comes. Where Hrothgar gets a bit carried away in his
excitement over the kindred spirit he has found in Beowulf, in the pride he has for Beowulf’s
strong mind and physical prowess, Wealhtheow brings him back to reality. The king’s words are
the most important of anyone at the feast, and his claiming Beowulf as a son (despite having
blood relatives to eventually take the throne) likely set everyone in attendance on edge: peace is
not something to be squandered away in this word, as evidenced by the stories sprinkled
throughout the poem of different feuding factions and the downfalls of various kings and their
peoples. Wealhtheow, observant and wise, knows that Hrothgar’s words are inflammatory and
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thus is quick to soothe the listeners’ minds with reassurance that her and Hrothgar’s nephew and
sons are not being replaced by Beowulf despite his valiant actions. Her words are aimed not just
at reassuring the people of the court who just heard Hrothgar’s speech, but also at appeasing their
nephew Hrothulf, who likely feels threatened by Beowulf’s presence and Hrothgar’s claiming
him as a son. But Wealhtheow does not speak only to preserve a sense of peace and stability for
the court in assembly at this banquet; she specifically urges Hrothgar to think of their sons,
whom Hrothulf, their nephew and potential future king, might “repay with good” so long as
Hrothgar does the same to him. Even when she is mostly addressing the court and attempting to
assuage any doubt they might have over their own futures, she is primarily concerned with the
treatment of her sons after Hrothgar’s eventual death.
In the original poem, Wealhtheow finishes her masterfully diplomatic speech after more
gift giving. Queen Wealhtheow says to Beowulf, “Show forth thyself in valour, and to these my
sons be thou gracious in thy counsels. For that my heart will remember to reward thee. . . . Be
thou to my sons kindly in deeds, possessing days of mirth! . . . Do thou as I bid!” (Tolkien 48). In
his article “Wealtheow’s Peace-Weaving,” Jacek Olesiejko confirms the significance of her
words, noting, “Wealhtheow inscribes herself into Danish history through her self-conscious
performance as the mother who protects the agnatic line of the Scylding dynasty” (114). As
Olesiejko points out, the emphasis of her words is not on herself, Hrothgar, or her kingdom and
its people – it is on her sons. She repeats her pleading words twice, and as a queen who is acutely
aware of words and the weight they carry (as evidenced by her rebuttal speech to Hrothgar’s
after he claims Beowulf as his son), this does not seem accidental. Her tone is pleading, the tone
of a mother concerned for the safety of her boys in a world that is defined by strife and
bloodshed.
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One paragraph later, Grendel’s mother, in all her brokenhearted misery, is introduced to
readers.
Framed by Wealhtheow’s speech about her desire for the protection of her sons, the
appearance of Grendel’s mother immediately reveals the differing treatment by the Beowulf poet
of Grendel’s mother and of Grendel. Where Grendel destroys ceaselessly and without apparent
reason, Grendel’s mother kills only one man, equal to the value of the life of her son, and the
reason for this “evil barter” is quite clear (51). Readers are equipped to understand Grendel’s
mother in a way that complicates their understanding of her as a villain since she is framed by
Wealhtheow’s speech protecting her own sons. In her article “We’ve Created a Monster,”
Wendy Hennequin notes that,
“Instead of condemning her, the poem expresses both sympathy and admiration in its
construction of Grendel's mother. She mirrors the situation of Hildeburh, whose story has
been told immediately before her entrance, and the text sympathetically portrays
Grendel's mother by often reminding us of her sorrow” (Hennequin 65).
Because Wealhtheow gives this speech imploring Hrothgar to recall his own familiar obligations
to his court and urging Beowulf to deal kindly with her sons, readers can understand the queen
and Grendel’s mother as mirroring each other. While Grendel’s deeds seem quite heinous to
readers, his mother’s actions are much more understandable and justifiable, and readers’ feelings
of compassion for her loss are amplified after the speech Wealhtheow gives. This speech colors
readers’ interpretation of Grendel’s mother; without it, readers are missing a crucial component
of her characterization that impacts the way readers understand her actions. To reduce her to the
same type of monster as Grendel is an unfaithful rendering of the poem, and the poet seems to
actively reject this reading, as the two characters are framed differently, behave differently, and
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thus must be understood differently. Grendel kills many men and wreaks havoc on Heorot Hall
for twelve years; Grendel’s mother kills only one man, whose life she has deemed as equal to her
son’s, in retribution for her son’s murder. Where the Beowulf poet invites readers to abhor
Grendel, he invites us to consider the loss Grendel’s mother has just suffered, comparing her
love and protective instincts to those of Queen Wealhtheow.
Hinds’s version includes no such speech, or Wealhtheow at all, for that matter.2 Instead,
after Grendel has been killed, Hinds’s Book Two begins with the court praising Beowulf’s
superior strength; Hinds writes that, “King Hrothgar then gave to Beowulf many costly gifts. In
great cheer the warriors laid themselves down to sleep, but there was one among them who was
doomed to pay dearly for his rest,” and then of course Grendel’s mother attacks. Hrothgar does
not claim Beowulf as his son and Wealhtheow does not deliver a speech to assuage her nephew
and advocate for her own sons.
These two speeches significantly influence readers’ understanding of the poem, and thus
Hinds’s choice to subtract Wealhtheow from the narrative entirely influences the way his reader
interprets Grendel’s mother. Instead of being a complex figure potentially worthy of readers’
sympathy, she falls under the same category as Grendel: a monster who kills without valid
reason. Wealhtheow is important to the story even if she does not speak often – in a lot of ways,
Hrothgar’s fascination with Beowulf is mirrored in what readers see of his relationship with
Wealhtheow, who is observant, wise, and bold. Beowulf might be a warrior like Hrothgar, but he
knows the court like Wealhtheow. In leaving her out of his adaptation, then, Hinds erases the
underlying but ever-present court politics that are so central to Beowulf, and a powerful female
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Wealhtheow, the sole female speaker in Beowulf, only appears once in Hinds’s adaptation, and that is to offer a cup
to Hrothgar and then to Beowulf; she has no speaking lines in the entirety of Hinds’s work. Hygd is also absent in
Hinds’s adaptation.
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voice that, while minimal, certainly has a place in early English poetry. Readers must only look
as far as “The Wife’s Lament” and “Wulf and Eadwacer,” two poems that focus on the emotions
of women, to see that the poetry of this period does not make a habit of excluding female voices
from the narrative the way that Hinds does.
Hrothgar’s “Temper of Thy Mind” Speech; Hygd Implores Beowulf to Take the Throne
Beowulf’s similarities to Queen Wealhtheow, and Hrothgar’s approval of those
similarities, are most evident in the speech Hrothgar delivers right before Beowulf departs
Denmark to return to his own shores. He says,
“Never heard I of years so young a man discourse so wise. Thou art in valour strong and
in thy mind prudent, knowledge is in thy uttered words… The temper of thy mind
pleaseth me the better the longer known, Beowulf beloved! Thou hast accomplished that
between these peoples, the Geatish folk and spearmen of the Danes, a mutual peace shall
be, and strife and hateful enmities shall sleep which erewhile they used, and long as I my
wide realm rule, shall precious things between us pass…” (Tolkien 67)
These are the last words Hrothgar speaks to Beowulf in the poem, and they are not to praise the
physical prowess that rid his hall of its attacker, but to praise “the temper of [his] mind.” He tells
Beowulf that if it becomes necessary, the Geats could have no better king than him. Hrothgar
sees in Beowulf what his valiant displays of strength have been leading up to for the entirety of
the poem to this point: Beowulf’s excellent leadership abilities. This tender scene between the
two men calls to mind their first interaction, when Hrothgar witnesses the poise with which
Beowulf handles Unferth’s rudeness and smiles at Beowulf’s display of knowledge and restraint.
From the beginning of their time together, Hrothgar has admired Beowulf’s mind for the
strengths it offers him because he recognizes that this facet is what makes Beowulf special; there
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are tons of strong warriors in this world, and even a few who are chosen by God, protected from
death’s cruel hand, but there are few who can keep their mind in control and practice restraint
despite being physically able to do the exact opposite.
This speech mirrors another significant but marginal moment when the narrator informs
readers that Hygd, after Hygelac is killed in the raid in Frisia, urges Beowulf to take the throne
because she considers her own son Heardred to be too inexperienced to defend Geatland against
the Swedes. However, Beowulf declines, and Hygd’s misgivings about her son’s leadership
abilities prove true: upon offering protection to Eadgils and Eanmund, two Swedish princes,
Heardred incites a Swedish invasion in which he is killed. Beowulf then must accept Hygd’s
offer of the throne. While the narrator’s explanation for how Beowulf succeeded to the Geatish
throne is brief, it reveals that like Hrothgar, Beowulf’s own queen recognizes the same qualities
that Hrothgar so admired in Beowulf, so much so that she urges him to take the throne over her
own son. As Wealhtheow revealed in her speech about her own nephew and sons, this is not a
decision to be made lightly, and carries heavy implications.
Conclusion
In Gareth Hinds’s author’s note, he writes two things of import for our study. First, that
despite the epic poem’s age, the story “still resonates today, and indeed has much in common
with our modern superhero stories.” Secondly, he writes that “this is a colloquial translation, and
we have attempted to strike a balance between easy readability and the poetic drama found in our
favorite verse translations.” Readers can certainly understand his fixation on the “modern
superhero stories” through Hinds’s depictions of his characters. He tends to take ample artistic
liberties with the little drops of information readers receive about the characters in translations of
Beowulf. Hinds morphs these details to fit into popular superhero comic tropes, resulting in one28

dimensional characters who simply do not match the Beowulf (and other characters) readers are
familiar with in some of the most popular Beowulf translations. Instead, Hinds’s characters only
serve to fulfil the tropes and archetypes readers find in superhero comic books. Readers can also
see that because his focus is primarily on two things, readability and epic drama, he loses all the
nuance and ambiguity and danger of the hyper-political ancient Germanic world that Beowulf
inhabits.
What is important about Hinds’s adaptation is not what he includes, then, but what he
does not. His interpretation favors the physical prowess of Beowulf and attributes his heroism to
those qualities in order that he might force Beowulf into a modern superhero comic book mold.
But that interpretation is only partially supported by the text, which demonstrates time and again
that what is most important about Beowulf is his ability to stave off threats to his nation because
of his shrew leadership ability. Because these lands are constantly under attack and at risk of
being invaded and overtaken, Beowulf is not a hero because he possesses superhero strength –
although that certainly helps. What makes Beowulf a hero is his political acuity. He is aware of
the politics at play in a variety of courts and is thus able to protect his land and its people with
both his physical and his mental acuity. Even when he rushes to fight the dragon plaguing his
people, knowing that is likely spells his death, he does so out of a sense of indebtedness to his
people. His desire to protect them and earn glory for himself transcends the fear of his almostcertain death. He is diplomatic, loyal, and honest alongside his physical strength, and that is what
makes him a good king. But Beowulf’s physical heroism is rooted in the temporary – the Swedes
are coming to end the Geats at the end of the poem; Beowulf, then, only staves off the inevitable,
and the peace he momentarily secures for his people will not last. Despite Beowulf’s heroism in
both Denmark and Geatland, the Geats seem to have been conquered by the Swedes and
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subsumed into history after his death. Readers know, too, that Heorot will be burned to the
ground because of familial infighting. Beowulf’s strength is great, undeniable; but what makes
Beowulf heroic is his nuanced understandings of the innerworkings of the court and his ability to
maintain peace until his death. He buys his own people time because he is a good ruler, levelheaded, strategic, patient; ultimately, however, his strength, and even his mental acuity, cannot
save them. His acts of physical prowess in the text all point to the fact that they will serve him
well when he is a king, because the fact of the matter is, there will always be another “Grendel”
in this tumultuous world. It is these qualities combined, his ability to inspire other warriors to
follow him, his ability to remain calm, his keen awareness of the expectations of different courts,
that make him heroic – without them, he would be interchangeable with any of the other fourteen
warriors who sail to Denmark with him. But he is favored by two kings separated by strait
because of the combined sum of his heroic qualities, the least of which is arguably his physical
strength. Without his mental acuity, Beowulf might not have even had the chance to battle
Grendel in the first place – his physical strength is nothing without the mental prowess that
provides him the opportunities to display it. While Beowulf’s strength can protect his nation and
Hrothgar’s from monsters, there are some things he can only delay – there are problems that are
bigger than Beowulf, than one strong warrior, can solve, and leaving out these parts of the text in
favor of making Beowulf fit into a superhero mold that he simply does not fit and is not faithful
to the original story of Beowulf. Cultural elegy is central to Beowulf; making Beowulf a cliché
American-comic book-style superhero, then, is disingenuous to the original because it ignores
the fact of Geatland’s destruction and the utter chaos that is Beowulf’s world.
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CHAPTER 3. MARIA DAHVANA HEADLEY’S BEOWULF
“The test of man is above all his relationship to the irascible impulses.” – Levin L. Schücking,
“The Ideal of Kingship in Beowulf”
Introduction
Another popular culture version of Beowulf, Maria Dahvana Headley’s translation was
published in 2020 and it, like Hinds’s graphic novel, received much attention. In the author’s
note of her new translation, Maria Headley writes that, “When it comes to translating Beowulf,
there is no sacred clarity. What the translated text says is a matter of study, interpretation, and
poetic leaps of faith. Every translator translates this poem differently. That’s part of its glory”
(XV). Upon her translation’s publication in 2020, Headley’s translation generated just as much
hubbub for its particularities and unique authorial decisions as Gareth Hinds’s graphic novel
Beowulf (2007) did for offering the ancient story in a new medium. Like its electric blue cover
with candy-apple red accents, this translation of Beowulf can best be described as bold. Touted as
“radical” and “fresh” by the book’s own back cover, this translation certainly offers something
new to the conversation and criticism surrounding Beowulf. Headley’s goals are certainly
laudable, especially in the context of our 21st century sensibilities; she draws attention to years of
critical neglect towards Grendel’s mother, who is often treated as an extension of Grendel rather
than her own character, and engages with the toxic masculinity that Headley sees in this story.
While Hinds leaves out some crucial aspects of the story of his adaptation, Headley, because she
translates the text rather than adapts it to a new medium, does not leave anything out; instead,
she manipulates the crucial scenes I explored in chapter one and morphs their meanings so much
that they are unrecognizable. Headley trivializes these key moments of the text so that she can
make the scenes fit into her interpretation of the text, which is that Beowulf is a bar story shared
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amongst bros – of course, complex political underpinnings do not fit this narrative she has
created, and thus she manipulates these critical scenes to fit that narrative.
Beowulf’s Arrival in Denmark
As I discussed in chapter two, this scene is crucial to readers’ understanding of the world
Beowulf and his men have just crossed a strait to defend. While the original Beowulf story’s
watchman establishes the uncertainty of this world, the constant potential for danger and the
need to be wary of strangers, Headley reimagines this scene into a superiority contest between
the watchman and Beowulf, ascribing characteristics to Beowulf that simply are not existent, or
are at least understated, in the original text. Headley’s watchman says to the men, “How dare you
come to Denmark/ costumed for war? Chain mail and swords?!/ There’s a dress code! You’re
denied./ I’m the Danes’ doorman; this is my lord’s door” (13). These words fail to suggest the
watchman’s (very rational) fear that these men bedecked in glittering war gear are here to
capitalize on Denmark’s current vulnerability. Instead, Headley’s watchman sounds like a selfimportant, overzealous, egotistical bouncer intent only on establishing his own sense of authority
over these visitors. Headley’s inclusion of the line “there’s a dress code” suggests that what is
important is not that these man are dressed for exactly the thing the watchman is afraid of –
being attacked while Denmark is vulnerable – but that the issue is that they are not dressed
appropriately according to the watchman’s standards, which paints the scene as quite casual and
flippant. He goes on to say, “Were you invited? No! You’re not on the guest list” (13). The
watchman in this scene is dramatic, flaunting his authority to Beowulf’s men. He says to the
men, “And, also, who’s the giant?” (13). The watchman, who is meant to maintain a courteous
and direct interaction with the company, is blatantly rude to Beowulf. Everything about this
interaction is theatrical, dramatic, and completely manipulated to fit Headley’s idea of the story
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as one men would tell gathered around each other in a bar. Of course the watchman sounds like a
bouncer – that is how Headley wants him to sound because that is how she imagines the story
being told.
Headley sacrifices the political underpinnings of this important scene by altering the
character of the watchman, who is traditionally stoic, direct, wary of the visitors, but ultimately
embodies many traits that the Danish court values, and that Beowulf himself embodies.
Reducing him to the bouncer of Denmark’s shores ensures that her readers do not grasp the
seriousness of this first encounter of Beowulf’s in Denmark. These are important first
impressions on both ends; Beowulf is introduced to the Danish coast guard, and the guard
certainly has the ability, as well as the authority, to not allow Beowulf into his country,
especially due to their current vulnerability. The fact that Headley’s watchman lets Beowulf in
seems absurd after the way he talks to Beowulf, and even more surprising after Beowulf
responds with his characteristic boastfulness (that is only evident in Headley’s translation, not in
Tolkien’s or other literary translations). Beowulf says to the watchman, “My father was
Ecgtheow./ No doubt you’ve heard of him” (14). Compare this to Tolkien’s Beowulf, who
responds to the watchman, “Famed among peoples was my father, a noble warrior in the
forefront of battle; Ecgtheow was he called. Many a winter he endured ere in age he departed
from his courts; full well doth every wise men remember him far and wide over the earth” (20).
This is a far cry from the immature response from Beowulf in Headley’s, which indicates that the
watchman should certainly have heard of him and thus Beowulf deserves his respect and
admiration because of his father’s fame.
Headley’s Beowulf’s remark, “We come in peace” certainly doesn’t seem to be true after
he has made such sarcastic and caustic comments to the watchman (14), and they make his
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following demand, “Kindly give us/ directions and we’ll get gone” seem questionable at best
(14). When Beowulf enquires of the watchman, “Is it true that something savage/ walks at
night?” after his speech to the watchman, who controls Beowulf’s fate opportunity to obtain
honor at this point in the story (14), it stands to reason that this would only further arouse the
watchman’s suspicions; if he was questioning Beowulf’s motives before this moment, and he
certainly was, he is likely even less trusting now that Beowulf has brought up the Danes’
vulnerability in Grendel.
Headley’s Beowulf also stirs suspicion about his motives in his parting line to the
watchman: “Otherwise, Hrothgar will be grieving/ and desperate as long as his/ hall hangs – I see
it there – / at the horizon” (15). Tolkien’s Beowulf gives no indication that he can physically see
Heorot; instead, he says,
“Concerning that with ungrudging heart I can give counsel to Hrothgar how he . . . will
overcome his enemy – should there ever come change or betterment in the torment of his
woes – how those burning griefs will be assuaged; or else for ever after he will endure a
time of tribulation and dire need, while there in its high place abides the best of houses.”
(21)
Headley’s Beowulf’s last words to the watchman before he makes his decision about granting
Beowulf access to his land and his kin sound like a thinly veiled threat to the watchman: either
let me in to help with your problems, or I’ll be another problem. But Beowulf does not
traditionally attempt to strong-arm the watchman into letting him pass, and he would almost
certainly be killed (or at the very least, turned away) by the Danes if he did.
Everything about this interaction feels like two men doing everything in their power to
flex their masculinity and authority to each other rather than two men both serving in two very
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defined roles with very specific expectations. This interaction is rife with unchecked displays of
toxic masculinity and unrealistic speech between a visitor and an extension of his host that, when
taken as a whole, serve to highlight the frivolous and superficial ways that Headley reduces the
Beowulf epic to a meaningless story with no political context. The seriousness and importance of
this interaction between the watchman and Beowulf is entirely lost to readers of this translation.
Confrontation Between Unferth and Beowulf
Another moment where Headley’s translation does particular injustice to Beowulf is in
her portrayal of the confrontation between Unferth and Beowulf. While she does accurately
capture some important moments here, like her directness and clarity when Beowulf says, “Well
actually, buddy, sit down, you’re drunk” after Unferth’s outburst (25), this scene mostly serves to
highlight the immaturity of Beowulf and his inability to remain calm when he feels personally
attacked. While Beowulf does return the confrontational words with his own subtle barb in the
original Beowulf text, this exchange as Headley relays it is anything but subtle. In her version of
this moment, Beowulf says to Unferth, “Breca and I were boys/ together. Our desires were only
dares, one upon/ the other, brother to brother, maybe you know this story?/ But hold up: I forgot,
you’ve got no brother left” (26). Again, Headley has morphed Beowulf into an unrecognizable
version of himself. This Beowulf is boastful, brash, and intentionally hurtful to Unferth – who
certainly is worthy of Beowulf’s harsh words, but Beowulf is right, by his own account: it is not
up to him to make that judgment, and everyone hearing this interaction has already judged
Unferth for his heinous actions.
Headley’s Beowulf’s delivery makes him seem far less trustworthy than he appears in
Tolkien’s version. Her Beowulf’s words are snarky, sarcastic, and dripping with immaturity: he
seems to have forgotten the importance of courtesy in this ancient Germanic world. Despite the
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murder of his own kin, Unferth still seems to be a highly respected member of Hrothgar’s court,
and it seems unlikely that Hrothgar would commend Beowulf’s hateful words. According to
Leonard Neidorf in his article “Unferth’s Ambiguity and the Trivialization of Germanic
Legend,” he notes that,
“Unferth emerges as the unambiguous loser in this comparison: he appears foolish, for
having insulted Beowulf while intoxicated, as well as cowardly, for being unwilling to
risk his life against Grendel’s mother. Yet the very act of comparison implies that he is
not an inherently foolish or cowardly figure, for if he were such a character (i.e., a fool or
a court jester), it would be meaningless for the poet to assert that Beowulf is the “better
swordsman” (sēlran sweordfrecan).” (447)
While the implications of his seat at the feet of Hrothgar is debated amongst scholars, his place
amongst Hrothgar’s court and his constant presence around the king at the very least indicates
that he is of some importance to the king; for Beowulf to deal so harshly and boastfully with the
other man does not make any sense. Beowulf needs to make a good impression to the court: they
need to understand that he is strong, courageous, faithful to his friends, because that is what the
original Beowulf text emphasizes about him. The Beowulf of Headley’s translation, however, is
foreign to the Beowulf of the original text and strays so far from the original that the poised,
composed, observant Beowulf is gone, replaced by this immature character who is so boastful
that he reads as untrustworthy and puts his motives under much more scrutiny than they already
were.
Hygd Implores Beowulf to Take the Throne
Because the number of female characters in Beowulf is limited, the moments that do
involve them are important, often revealing a critical theme of the poem. While Hinds tends to
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erase the women from his adaptation of the ancient poem, Headley manipulates these important
women beyond recognition. Her translation of an important moment involving Hygd, queen of
the Geats, reads,
“Her own son she didn’t trust to govern,
to keep borders trussed against deploying hordes,
now his daddy was dead. She couldn’t convince
Beowulf to step over Heardred, nor consent
to come to her bed, but instead he offered
his counsel to the boy-king, until he was
man enough to rule the Weder-Geats himself.” (2372-2378)
Headley’s treatment of Hygd’s character stands in stark contrast to the realities of the poem as
they are translated by Tolkien, Heaney, and Gordon, none of whom even suggest that Hygd
urged Beowulf into her bed because it is not remotely in the poem. Heaney writes,
“There Hygd offered him throne and authority
as lord of the ring-hoard; with Hygelac dead,
she had no belief in her son’s ability
to defend their homeland against foreign invaders.” (2369-2372)
Tolkien writes that, “There Hygd offered to him treasury and realm, rings and kingly throne. She
trusted not in her son that he was yet wise enow to defend the seats of his fathers against alien
hosts, since Hygelac was dead” (82). And RK Gordon translates the moment as, “…where Hygd
tendered him treasure and kingdom, rings and the throne; she did not trust her son, that he could
hold his fatherland against hostile hosts, now that Hygelac was dead” (43). Headley’s translation,
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especially when compared to these revered others that seek to transmit the poem faithfully, is
absolutely inconsistent with the realities of Beowulf. Hygd does not invite Beowulf into her bed.
Headley continues this theme of ignoring, manipulating, and disrespecting the women in
this poem, both the characters and the audience members who would undoubtedly have been
present during a recitation of this story. The memorable first word of this translation, “Bro” for
the confounding and untranslatable “Hwaet!” immediately sets the tone for the poem: readers are
in for a text manipulated beyond recognition by a translator claiming to be a champion of gender
exploration and X within the poem. “Bro” is a two-fold slight to the poem: there would have
been women amongst the audience when the poem was being recited, and it immediately genders
the poem in a way that is disingenuous to the original. Headley’s “Bro,” then, ignores the women
who would have been in this poem’s original audience, and reinforces her interpretation of this
poem as one of strictly masculine spaces. While the poem is mostly associated with the
masculine, there certainly would have been female audience members listening to the poet
recount this epic. It erases the space for women that exists in the original while simultaneously
claiming to do the exact opposite. From the beginning of this translation, readers understand her
words, and her interpretation, as flippant, casual and light in a way that the poem is not. If we
understand the poem as an “elegy,” as Tolkien describes it and as I have explored it in the
previous chapter, then Headley’s tone is inaccurate for transmitting this story to modern readers.
While Headley does treat Grendel’s mother with more compassion and complexity than many of
her predecessors, her treatment of the other, arguably more prominent, women of the poem,
makes her claims to being a gender-conscious translator seem performative and thus renders her
work ineffective and useless in the world of Beowulf scholarship.
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Headley’s use of “woman” when Beowulf is speaking to Wealhtheow serves the same
purpose as her “bro” and mischaracterization of Hygd. Headley writes, “the son of Ecgtheow
assured the queen: ‘Woman, I knew my plan…’” by which Wealhtheow is “impressed” by
Beowulf’s “brass balls” (631, 639-640). As if the Wealhtheow of the original poem, known for
her quiet strength and willingness to correct Hrothgar for the good of the court (and her sons),
would be pleased to be called such a subtly derogatory and insultingly dismissive title as
“woman,” when her real title is Queen Wealhtheow. Headley’s Beowulf breaks the rules of
decorum and courtesy that he is repeatedly praised for in the original poem, and thus breaks with
the major themes of the poem. This makes vulgar what is reverent in the original. Beowulf uses
“woman” like an insult, derogatory, because that is what will make this ancient story fit
Headley’s revisionist, and inaccurate, mold of this story as one of drunk “bros” around the bar
retelling stories from their glory days.
Conclusion
Beowulf is not the lighthearted bro story Headley makes it out to be. Instead, as Tolkien
points out in his “Of Critics and Monsters” essay, it is the story of the demise of an entire people,
with the whole epic being the foreshadowing of that downfall. Headley makes Beowulf
immature in a way that is contrary to the original Beowulf. She exploits language for shock value
rather than because that is the best word choice for the story and is artificially concerned with
trying to make a social commentary through this translation, but only for characters she deems
worthy of her concern – Grendel’s mother certainly receives more grace and compassion from
Headley than many other translators afford her, but Wealhtheow and Hygd are constantly
disrespected to the extent that they are hardly recognizable in this “translation.” In trying to bring
the story closer to our own generation, Headley actually distances the story from us even further;
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while her translation is superficially Beowulf, in substance, it is not Beowulf at all. The original is
distorted so that Headley may offer her work as that of men sitting around a bar; she writes in her
introduction that, “I did spend a lot of time imagining the narrator as an old-timer at the end of
the bar, periodically pounding his glass and demanding another. I saw it with my own eyes” (
Headley XVI). But this image of the “old-timer at the end of the bar” is incongruous with
Headley’s first word of her translation – to claim that an “old-timer” might start a story off with
“Bro” is tone deaf at best. To fit this idea of Beowulf as she has imagined it, Headley diminishes
Beowulf’s political sensitivities that he is celebrated for in the original poem. Headley’s
introduction to the text makes her translation seem promising – she writes candidly about her
interpretations of the text, and seems to be a champion for the traditionally disenfranchised
voices of the epic. Her kitschy and at-times inadvertently humorous translation, however,
falsifies the original poem even as it purports to champion the spirit of it. Despite having ample
opportunity to engage with the tumultuous American experience - just as the Beowulf poet
grapples with his own political world - Headley instead includes words like “bro” which invoke
the misogynistic reign of President Trump and men like his son, Donald Trump Jr. Knowingly or
not, she aligns the poem with the same misogyny and toxic masculinity that she claims to
critique in her introduction.
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CHAPTER 4. ROWDY HERRINGTON’S ROAD HOUSE
“The heart wants life so much and the brain is shocked at the approach of death. The soldier
always thinks it will be someone else, the man before or behind him, or hopefully no one he
knows will ever die.”
― Jim Harrison, Legends of the Fall
Introduction
Rowdy Herrington’s Road House (1989) is “the uber hick flick of the Eighties, and
without a doubt one of the most beloved so-bad-it’s-good movies of all time…” (Doviak 62).
This quintessential, iconic b-movie might, at first, seem like a far cry from the ancient Germanic
world of Beowulf; peppered with actors like American professional wrestler Terry Funk, Red
West, a member of Elvis Presley’s “Memphis Mafia,” as well as Patrick Swayze, Sam Elliot,
Ben Gazzara, and Kelly Lynch, and glorifying a relatively basic job and morphing the relatively
ordinary man-who-is-good-at-what-he-does into a hero, this movie embodies the iconic 1980’s.
On the surface, Road House tells the story of a tough bouncer hired to clean up a seedy bar in a
small town. Moving beneath the surface, however, are two defining facets of the 1980s:
Reagan’s economic policies, and the AIDS epidemic. Beowulf and Road House parallel each
other in that they both tell the story of a warrior called in to impose order in a bar that has been
taken over by outside forces, while simultaneously detailing the destruction of two rich places
due to local politics and infighting. It is in this way that while Road House is superficially not
Beowulf, in substance, it is. Road House is not the tale of an ancient Germanic warrior fighting a
swamp creature and his mother; it is the story of an observant and wise warrior who, while he
does accomplish great feats of strength that perpetuate the existence of the bar and the small
town he has found himself in, he cannot stave off the inevitable: cultural destruction due to
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internal and external threats. His strength only delays the inevitable. Road House, like Beowulf,
is a story of cultural elegy.
Heorot Hall as the Double Deuce
If Road House begins with a tough and vigilant bouncer called in to clean up a seedy bar
in Jasper, Missouri, so too does Beowulf. Heorot Hall, “the greatest of houses and halls” and
towering “high with hornéd gables wide” (15), is home to King Hrothgar and his court’s feasts,
drinking, and storytelling, and of course the backdrop for the horrors Grendel inflicts on
Denmark. The Beowulf poet describes Heorot as echoing with the “din of revelry” and the
“sound of harp and the clear singing of the minstrel; there spake he that had knowledge to unfold
from far-off days the first beginning of men” (15). This hall is renowned for its revelry, for the
good spirits of the men within its walls, and the pride of Hrothgar. However, Grendel is incensed
by the revelry from which he was excluded, he attacks the hall night after night for twelve long
years, and would continue to reign over the hall had a warrior not arrived to offer his services to
Hrothgar.
Like Beowulf, the protagonist of Road House also gets called in to clean up a similar
place. The bar is obviously a place of revelry, where the beer and liquor are always flowing, the
pool tables are never free, and where an in-house band plays nightly…in a make-shift cage that
protects the band from the constant barrage of beer bottles and keeps brawlers
away from their equipment. When Frank Tilghman, owner of the Double Deuce, recruits Dalton,
he tells the cooler3 that he has “a little club outside Kansas City called the Double Deuce. It used
to be a sweet deal. Now it’s the kind of place that they sweep the eyeballs up after closing.” Like

3

The "cooler" is essentially the head of security. The cooler has the same physical prowess as the other bouncers,
but also specializes in de-escalation tactics.
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Heorot Hall, the Double Deuce used to be a place where people went to for mirth and revelry,
but due to some trouble within the bar, that is no longer the case. Plagued by constant fighting,
shady employees, and an owner who has been lax in setting boundaries for both patrons and his
employees, this bar, too, has become a place that attracts the wrong kind of crowd, one that is
ultimately costing Frank more money than it brings in.
Furthermore, in the two men’s need for protection for the hall and the bar reveals a
secondary parallel: that of Hrothgar and Frank Tilghman. There are differences amongst the
circumstances of the two warriors’ arrival at the bars: Hrothgar does not specifically seek out
Beowulf – instead Beowulf arrives of his own accord seeking glory after hearing of Hrothgar’s
struggles in subduing Grendel whereas Frank seeks out Dalton specifically at the bar he is the
cooler for in New York; and people still do go to the Double Deuce, whereas no one goes to
Heorot because they fear for their lives, but the type of people that still patronize the bar and the
employees there are bad for business. When the Double Deuce is cleansed, Dalton also
presumably stays in Jasper, Missouri with Elizabeth and thus does not return to Oscar in New
York, whereas Beowulf does return home to King Hygelac and Geatland. However, the
sentiment of the settings and the circumstances of the two heroes is the same. Heorot Hall and
the Double Deuce are both places that used to be enjoyable for its patrons, a place to gather with
friends and pass the time by sharing stories, but due to an external force, these two settings have
been encroached upon by harmful outside enemies and now require tough warriors to make the
places inhabitable again.
Dalton as Beowulf
Just as the settings of these two stories are parallels for one another, so too are the heroes
of each mirrored in each other. Beowulf is humble, knowledgeable, and acutely aware of the
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situations he finds himself in; Dalton, too, possesses these qualities. Hrothgar values the qualities
in Beowulf that make him markedly “other” from his contemporaries, and that is exactly what
makes Dalton special – like Beowulf, he is physically capable, but there are plenty of strong
men; Dalton fires many strong-men bouncers. What makes Dalton special, more capable for the
job, is his sense of discipline, one of the same qualities that earns Beowulf glory.
Viewers can understand Dalton as distinctly “other,” and observe his discipline through
this otherness, in a few ways. First, his humility about not being the best immediately sets him
apart from many other men in his positions, especially bouncers, who are not exactly known for
having small egos and being humble about their shortcomings. Dalton, however, immediately
disrupts viewers’ expectations of his role in the film. When Frank tells Dalton that he needs the
best to clean up his bar, Dalton responds, “Wade Garrett’s the best” with no hesitation. Dalton
doesn’t even take a moment to think about his own ego – he unashamedly admits that there is at
least one person better for the job, and likely many others. When Frank notes that, “Wade
Garrett’s getting old,” Dalton rebuffs him again, saying “He’s still the best.” Dalton never does
accept Frank’s praise that Dalton himself is the best; instead, Frank is forced to concede to
Dalton, finally just saying, “I want you.” Dalton refuses to accept this compliment as he himself
knows it is not true, and thus he inadvertently displays his own humility while simultaneously
revealing a lack of the inflated ego that often accompanies men in his profession. This scene is
reminiscent of Beowulf…and establishes immediately that Dalton does not think of himself so
highly that his ego will get in the way, but that he also knows the value of the service he offers.
Dalton also displays his otherness when the audience meets up again with Dalton in
Missouri, after he leaves the Bandstand. Viewers witness a more direct display of discipline and
otherness: he rents a barn loft apartment from an old farmer named Emmett. He tells Dalton that
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there, “Must’ve been ten people look at that room this past year” and that it has “no phone, no
television, no conditioned air” and that everyone else who has looked at it must have had “no
tolerance for the fragrance of nature.” He admits plainly that, “Nobody wanted it. How come you
do?” to which Dalton responds vaguely, “You’re just too persuasive for me, I guess.” But this
vague answer, which Emmett does not question, reveals that Dalton does nt value what viewers
might expect him to: the wistful music and idyllic country setting that Dalton resides in, by
choice, demonstrates that he does not want to be in the middle of the town, surrounded by people
and noise. When Dalton witnesses the party Brad Wesley hosts across the lake, viewers see
Dalton lounging in a chair beneath a warm light reading Jim Harrison’s Legends of the Fall; he
acknowledges the party across the lake, one that he could certainly join if he wanted, but he
chooses instead to turn off the lamp and go to sleep. The promise of topless women and alcohol
are not enough to lure Dalton from his room, and viewers understand that they are dealing with a
different kind of man here. Dalton craves solitude and quiet, a far cry from the bars he works in
night after night.
During a rare scene when Dalton’s injuries warrant a visit to the hospital rather than
Dalton stitching up the wounds himself (as viewers witness in the opening scene of the movie),
viewers learn two important things about Dalton: he has a degree in philosophy from New York
University, and he carries his medical records with him. Again, Dalton shatters viewers’
expectations of him. He has a degree in philosophy, yet he his trade is typically and necessarily
associated with brute force and control – and by this point in the movie, viewers have already
seen that Dalton does not primarily rely on brutality to do his job, but only resorts to violence
when it is necessary, and yet he is still the best. His discipline is also revealed in his philosophy
on pain when he famously quips to Elizabeth, “Pain don’t hurt.” Dalton clearly is an expert at
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mastering his body, both physically and mentally. He stitches up his own wounds after the
opening fight scene of the movie, without help, barely flinching, and later Elizabeth compliments
his work. This obviously is not the first time Dalton has treated his own serious wounds. His
ability and willingness to handle his own wounds reveals that he is prepared, and that it is his
preparation, his ability to handle pain calmly, and treat his wounds - not his physical strength that makes him so valuable as a bouncer. Furthermore, his discipline is on display when he
refuses local anesthetic from Elizabeth when she has to staple closed a particularly bad knife
wound. While he does refuse anything to help ease the pain, he seemingly does not do this to
appear tough, but to practice his ability to handle physical pain. The scene when Dalton receives
treatment at the hospital reveals that he knows his own limits – he is aware that this wound is not
one he is equipped to treat own his own, and he is willing to admit he needs help. Dalton
carrying around his medical records to expedite the process in the hospital highlights the
bouncer’s preparedness. While this seemingly marginal scene mostly seems to introduce
Elizabeth as Dalton’s love interest, it actually draws attention to the subtle qualities that make
Dalton a sought-out cooler: Dalton handles pain well, knows how to control himself under
duress, and is prepared to take care of himself in order to preserve and make long-lasting his
physical health, which are all qualities that Beowulf also relies on.
Unferth-ian Moments
The most distinct feature of Dalton, and the feature that solidifies Beowulf’s value for
Hrothgar, is his ability to practice restraint until he decides, after careful consideration, to no
longer show restraint. Beowulf repeatedly demonstrates why he is one of the greatest warriors of
his time: he obviously possess great physical strength, but what sets him apart from other
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warriors is his mental acuity; his ability to restrain himself earns King Hrothgar’s praise and
approval, and this same quality Dalton possesses, too.
In the opening fight scene of the movie, viewers witness Dalton take care of an escalating
fight; thinking it is finished, he turns away; then the aggressor stabs Dalton in the arm, saying,
“I’ve always wanted to try you! I think I can take you.” Dalton simply says, “Outside,” which
leads the fighter to think that Dalton is going to engage in a fight with him, but he will not do it
inside the bar. When the bouncers get the fighter outside, Dalton merely stands in front of them
with his arms crossed, refusing to fight the man. This is the first scene that viewers can see that
Dalton is an expert at practicing restraint: despite having the upper-hand, Dalton gains control of
the dangerous situation, and refuses to fight the man despite his stabbing Dalton (when he had
his back turned, no less). Dalton, as viewers will see later in the movie, is likely the far superior
fighter between the two men, is sober when the other man is not, and has the backup of a handful
of other sober bouncers; while the man who wants to “try” Dalton is with a few other men, they
all seem to be intoxicated. It is clear that Dalton would easily win in the fight, but he still
chooses not to engage the man, despite the fact that the man injured him so badly Dalton must
stitch up his arm. This is the first time viewers understand Dalton as inherently different than we
would expect of an ultra-masculine bouncer – he is in control of his emotions, knows his own
strength, and chooses not to risk himself or his fellow bouncers, all the while bleeding from a
stab wound.
Another incident that allows readers to understand the extent of Dalton’s restraint, and
thus his similarities to Beowulf, occurs in the iconic scene when Dalton arrives at the Double
Deuce. When he arrives at the bar, he mostly stands in a corner of the bar and watches: he
witnesses the general chaos of the bar, a server selling drugs, and the aggression with which a
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bouncer named Morgan, handles issues within the bar. At the end of the night, after Dalton fires
the server, he and Morgan have the following interaction:
Dalton: “Morgan, you’re out of here.”
Morgan: “What the fuck you talking about?”
Dalton: “You don’t have the right temperament for the trade.”
Morgan: “You asshole! What am I supposed to do?”
Dalton: “There’s always barber college.”
Morgan: “You’re a dead man.” (22:29-22:46)
This interaction is important because it demonstrates that Dalton does not value pure strength,
but rather having the wisdom of knowing how to use it. He does not fire Morgan because he is
not strong or tough enough, but because he does not have the right “temperament,” meaning that
Dalton thinks that he does not keep his emotions in check and thus relies on his physical strength
too often, instead of attempting de-escalation practice to maintain the safety of the bar. Instead,
Morgan contributes to its shoddy reputation by being quick to jump into brawls instead of using
his strength to either stop them or move them outside. He does not hesitate to fire Morgan, either
– he knows immediately that Morgan’s rash reliance on his physical strength means that he can
not, or does not want to, turn away from a fight, and eventually he will get himself or someone in
the bar seriously injured. His commanding tone does not invite anyone to refute his authority –
even Frank, who owns the bar and signs Dalton’s checks. He also is not afraid of a little
awkwardness or confrontation: he does not back down when Morgan quickly gets in Dalton’s
face, angry that he would fire him on his first night at the Double Deuce.
The most iconic moment of this cult classic is the “Be Nice” speech that Dalton delivers
to the bouncers on his first night in the Double Deuce, directly after he has fired a couple of the
bouncers. This speech is also the most crucial to understanding Dalton’s character, and for
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understanding the close parallels between his character and Beowulf’s. The lengthy speech
appears in the film as follows:
Dalton: “Don’t worry about it. All you have to do is follow three simple rules. One:
Never underestimate your opponent. Expect the unexpected. Two: Take it outside. Never
start anything inside the bar unless it’s absolutely necessary. And three: Be nice. . . . If
somebody gets in your face and calls you a cocksucker, I want you to be nice. Ask him to
walk. Be nice. If he won’t walk, walk him, but be nice. If you can’t walk him, one of the
others will help you, and you’ll both be nice. I want you to remember that it’s a job. It’s
nothing personal.”
Bouncer: “Being called a cocksucker isn’t personal?”
Dalton: “No. It’s two nouns combined to illicit a prescribed response.”
Bouncer: “And what if somebody calls my mama a whore?”
Dalton: “Is she? I want you to be nice, until it’s time to not be nice.”
Bouncer: “Well how’re we supposed to know when that is?”
Dalton: “You won’t. I’ll let you know. You are the bouncers; I am the cooler. All you
have to do is watch my back, and each other’s, and take out the trash.” (24:05-25:40)
This scene is critical to viewers’ understanding of Dalton’s character and in establishing the
connection between his character and Beowulf’s in a few ways. First, the extent of Dalton’s
leadership is revealed in this scene, and his leadership style is evident now to his boss and the
bouncers: he tells the company, “It’s my way or the highway.” Dalton wants things done a
particular way, and he will not settle for mediocrity. He does not hesitate to fire Morgan, even
though he is strong and Dalton knows he needs muscle to help get the bar back under control.
The bouncers all know that Dalton is not asking them anything – he is commanding them to be
nice, or they will be shown the door just as Morgan was.
What Dalton is requiring the bouncers do – be nice – is at the core of Dalton’s
philosophy. He focuses on de-escalation tactics, choosing to put his own health and safety, as
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well as that of the patrons of the bar) above his own ego. He does not need to prove anything to
anyone, and his tactics have clearly worked for him; there are not many bouncers who have
seemingly nation-wide notoriety the way Dalton (and Wade Garrett) has. Dalton, ostensibly
because of his relationship with the field of philosophy, understands the way that insults are
meant to evoke a reaction from the receiver, and is able to acknowledge that and ignore it when
he is in an argument with someone; what he is trying to instill in his bouncers, then, is that
people will say anything to incite violence, especially intoxicated people who are looking for a
fight, a way to blow off steam, or have an old score to settle, but that if they want the bar to be
somewhere people actually want to go, they have to learn to practice restraint…and learn when it
is time to not be nice.
This philosophy is also at the core of Beowulf’s practices, and what makes him so
valuable to Hrothgar. When Unferth confronts Beowulf over what Unferth thinks is Beowulf’s
underwhelming swimming abilities, and thus his physical prowess as a whole, Beowulf
demonstrates his own restraint. He chooses to correct Unferth, telling him that in reality he
refused to leave Breca despite his ability to because he knew Breca would not survive amongst
the harsh waves. He then subtly mentions that he has not heard of similar feats of strength from
Unferth, but he has heard that Unferth murdered his own kin. Then Beowulf tactfully returns the
focus of his speech back on the hopefulness he and his men have for the success of their task.
Beowulf could do two things in this scene: challenge Unferth to a physical fight to prove his
strength (this would be unwise, but Hrothgar is so desperate to be rid of Grendel that Beowulf
could commit this act against courtesy), knowing that he would undoubtedly best the other man
in hand-to-hand combat; or he could embarrass the man more fully, as Unferth tries to do to him,
by lingering on Unferth’s actions – Unferth speaks for twenty lines (in Tolkien’s prose
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translation) in his attempt to embarrass Beowulf with what Unferth perceives as his physical
shortcomings, whereas Beowulf only lingers on Unferth’s own foul deeds for two lines. It is only
after this interaction between the two men that King Hrothgar smiles, and it is not due to
anything Beowulf physically accomplishes; it is because Beowulf has practiced restraint when
dealing with Unferth in a court that clearly values courtesy, and simultaneously reveals his
knowledge about the court – he has come to Denmark as prepared as he could be. Beowulf
reveals that he does not simply rely on his brute strength, which has clearly failed Hrothgar and
his beloved hall before; instead he relies just as much on his mental acuity, his understanding of
another culture, and his observational skills. He is wise, so much so that Hrothgar will later claim
the warrior as his son and proclaim what a great king he will one day be.
Other Character Parallels
While Dalton and Beowulf are certainly mirrors for each other, there are other character
parallels that align in these two stories. Wade Garrett, played by Sam Elliot, is a fairly close
match to Beowulf’s Handscioh. While Wade is much more important to the plot of Road House
than Handscioh is in Beowulf, the two men are both crucial for inciting action in the stories. All
readers know from the Beowulf poet about Handscioh is that he is the first warrior among
Beowulf’s men to be killed by Grendel in Heorot Hall. Tolkien translates the event as, “And that
the slayer was not minded to delay, not he, but swiftly at the first turn seized sleeping man,
rending him unopposed, biting the bone-joints, drinking blood from veins, great gobbets gorging
down.” (34). Handscioh’s name is not revealed to readers until page 73 of Tolkien’s translation,
when Beowulf is recounting the story of his time in Denmark to King Hygelac; Beowulf says of
Handscioh, “Death came to that young knight renowned by Grendel’s jaws, who all the flesh
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devoured of him he loved” (73). Immediately following this description of Grendel’s first kill of
Hygelac’s warriors, Grendel grasps Beowulf, who fatally injures the creature.
Just as Beowulf is spurred into action by the death of Handscioh, so too is Dalton spurred
into action by the death of Wade Garrett, his beloved friend and mentor. There are a number of
fight scenes that occur before Wade’s death, of course, but up until this moment, the fights are all
inconsequential and manageable. Right before Dalton discovers Brad Wesley has Wade killed
has left his bruised and bloody corpse for Dalton to find on the bar of the Double Deuce, Dalton
is happy: he has just decided to leave Jasper with Wade after his argument with Elizabeth, and,
because Wade has been encouraging Dalton to leave, he knows Wade will be excited about the
news. Instead, he finds Wade’s corpse, sheds a few tears, pulls the knife out of his body, and
immediately sets out to avenge Wade.
In both stories, the heroes do not act until one of their beloved friends has been murdered
by the antagonist. Wade Garrett does play a more central role in Road House than Handscioh
plays in Beowulf, but the sentiment remains: Wade and Handscioh are both characters that the
heroes have fought beside and set out to complete specific tasks with, and the deaths of both men
are painful for the heroes.
Similarly, readers can understand the general bar riff-raff, and more specifically Pat
McGurn, as the Grendel of Road House. Like Beowulf’s actual encounter with Beowulf, which
spans only three pages in Tolkien’s translation, Dalton handles the initial reason for his being in
Jasper quickly – he fires the too-aggressive bouncer and the drug dealing server on his first night,
then fires the bouncer having sex with a bar patron in a closet on his break and the till-skimming
bartender, Pat, within the first few minutes of the film. The bar immediately becomes more
controllable for the bouncers and Frank, and the audience witnesses eventually the ultimate sign
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that the bar is cleared of its plague: the bouncers are wearing matching uniforms, and the cage
around the in-house band comes down. Just as Heorot Hall was cleansed of Grendel and the
minstrels could return to this center of song and storytelling, so too could the Jeff Healey band
play free from the necessary confines of the cage. Immediately after Grendel’s death, the hall is
again filled with people, and it, like the Double Deuce, has been restored at least to a degree of
its former glory.
As the problem has realistically just begun with the death of Grendel, so too does the
problem really begin after Dalton fires Pat, who happens to be Brad Wesley’s nephew. Grendel’s
death incites the wrath of his mother; Pat’s firing incites the wrath of his uncle . . . who even
looks like the monsters from the pages of Marvels of the East, the manuscript beside which the
oldest extant Beowulf manuscript resides (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Brad Wesley mimics the monsters escaping their frames in the Marvels of the East
manuscript (Cotton MS Vitellius A XV)
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While Brad Wesley’s interests in Pat’s firing are much less emotionally driven than the
heartache of Grendel’s mother over Grendel’s death, Pat and Grendel serve the same purpose in
these two parallel stories.
Grendel’s Mother: Brad Wesley, Local Politics, and Reaganomics
While Road House parallels Beowulf in their surface level similarities of character and
setting, there is a much richer parallel in the similarities with their concern of the localized
politics underpinning their stories. Because Beowulf represents a world ruled by infighting,
invasion, internal and external political threats, Road House is an exact mirror of that ancient text
superimposed on 1980s America. While on the surface Road House is the story of a tough
bouncer called in to clean up a seedy bar, moving beneath the surface is a cultural reflection the
two defining facets of 1980’s America: Ronald Reagan’s economic policies (often referred to as
“Reaganomics”) and the AIDS epidemic.
President from 1981 to 1989, Ronald Reagan’s time in office was marked by staples of
political conservatism. Reagan's 1981 Program for Economic Recovery had four major policy
objectives: (1) reduce the growth of government spending, (2) reduce the marginal tax rates on
income from both labor and capital, (3) reduce regulation, and (4) reduce inflation by controlling
the growth of the money supply” (Niskanen). A president who prioritized deregulating business,
decreasing spending on domestic social programs like food stamps and Social Security, and
decreasing taxes for the wealthy, Reagan earned a reputation as the poster boy of Conservatism.
Reagan’s policies revolved around supply side economics, the idea that lower taxes for the
wealthiest Americans would spur economic growth because the super wealthy would thus spend
more money, creating more jobs, growing corporations, and increasing wages for employees.
However, opponents of his economic policies argued that the wealthy would hoard their untaxed
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wealth, and the flow of money down to the middle class would be nothing more than a trickle –
hence the policy’s more popular name, trickle-down economics. Critics primarily argue that
Reagan’s economic policies favor the rich and ultimately lead to increased wealth inequality, and
that Reaganomics is the policy of corporate greed that negatively impacts the middle and lower
classes.
Brad Wesley is an emblem of Reaganomics, and a display of its harmful impact on small
towns and local businesses. The apparent inciting incident for the much larger conflict in Road
House is when Dalton fires Pat McGurn for drinking on the job and skimming from the register.
When Brad Wesley hears about this, he tries to intimidate both Frank and Dalton into rehiring
the man, noting, “He’s my only sister’s son, and if doesn’t have me, who’s he got?”4 However,
Wesley’s motivation for wreaking havoc on the Double Deuce has nothing to do with Pat being
fired; instead, his ire is directed at Dalton because he knows that Frank will no longer be
complying to Wesley’s rule by intimidation. Viewers understand that Frank will no longer be
contributing to the Jasper Improvement Society – he extortion racket that lines Brad Wesley’s
pockets – due to Dalton’s influence, and thus Brad begins the process of destroying Frank’s
livelihood. Brad’s disregard for the local economy is evident when he and Dalton have the
following conversation:
Brad Wesley: “When I came to this town after Korea there was nothing. I brought the
mall here. I got the 7-Eleven. I got the Photomat here. Christ, JCPenney is
coming here because of me. You ask anybody, they’ll tell you.”
Dalton: “You’ve gotten rich off the people in this town.”

4

From Tactitus’s Germania, chapter 20: “Sister's sons are held in as much esteem by their uncles as by their fathers;
indeed, some regard the relation as even more sacred and binding, and prefer it in receiving hostages…” Pat being
Brad’s sister’s son furthers the connection between Beowulf and Road House.
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BW: “You bet your ass I have. And I’m gonna get richer.”
Brad destroys the businesses in Jasper that contribute to the local economy (like Red’s Auto
Shop and Pete Strodenmire’s Ford dealership) while simultaneously introducing big box retailers
that will bleed the small businesses dry, just as Wesley has been doing, until they are forced to
close their doors for good. Brad Wesley, rich and above the law, is the embodiment of
Reaganomics of the 80’s that destroyed local economies like those of Jasper, Missouri5. While
the small business owners, with the leadership of Dalton, band together and kill Brad, valiantly
claiming, “This is our town,” their reclamation of Jasper and its local economy is impossible to
replicate across the country. Many small town’s local economies will be destroyed by big box
retailers like Brad brings to Jasper, and the effects of Reagan’s economic policies will be felt by
small towns long after Reagan leaves office.
Homoerotic Subtext and the AIDS Crisis of the 80’s
Just as the eighties were defined by Reagan’s economic policies, so too were they defined
by the AIDS crisis. According to the United States Department of Health and Human Services’
HIV website, on June 5, 1981, “The U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) publishes an article
in its Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report. . . The article describes cases of a rare lung
infection, Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP), in five young, previously healthy gay men in
Los Angeles;” then, on June 16, 1989, “the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) issue the first guidelines for preventing Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP), an AIDSrelated opportunistic infection, and a major cause of illness and death for people living with

5

This is further demonstrated by the lack of reciprocal exchange between Wesley and the other business owners.
While Beowulf is compensated through treasure and glory for his deeds in Denmark, and Dalton is compensated
through a hefty paycheck for his work in the Double Deuce - indicating that everything is legitimate - Brad Wesley
instead takes money from the local business-owners, intimidating the men with his lackeys and destroying their
property to keep them in line.
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AIDS.” Despite the seriousness of this new issue, Reagan refused to publicly acknowledge AIDS
until the mid-1980s. In his article “Adolph Reagan?” law professor William Turner writes,
“Ronald Reagan’s near total lack of action on lesbian/gay civil rights issues and AIDS
was consistent with his general failure to address social issues in favor of economic
issues, and his propensity to ignore almost entirely all topics except the core items on his
agenda – containing Soviet communism and ensuring economic growth.” (9).
Indifference from the Reagan administration, a harmful social stigma due to the wasting,
consumptive disease’s primarily affecting gay men and intravenous drug users – two groups that
are already plagued by misinformation and stigma, especially in the 80s – led to a decade that
was defined by confusion, trauma, fear, and social unrest. While AIDS today is highly treatable
and what AIDS Specialist Paul Farmer calls “a success story,” the newness of the illness during
the 80s created more questions than answers, and it redefined the American experience,
particularly as it had been framed by the “Free Love” era that reigned just the decade before.
Dalton’s sex scene with Elizabeth reveals something much more important about
Dalton’s lifestyle, the 80’s, and the death (or at least, permanent alteration) of the good time bar
scene that the characters of Road House are used to. As podcaster Jason Mantzoukas points out
in an episode of “How Did This Get Made,” “here we have a medical professional, in the midst
of the AIDS crisis, who has unprotected first-date sex with a drifter who floats from one
redneck bar to the other” (Bailey).” Furthermore, there are many moments throughout the film
that feature homoerotic subtext, within both the dialogue and the fight scenes. For instance,
Jimmy tells Dalton, “I used to fuck guys like you in prison” during their fight, and the refrain, “I
thought you’d be bigger.” What the homoeroticism reveals about this film, and the culture it
exists in, is a deeply rooted antagonism towards homosexuals, who are considered “other.” This
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movie was released in 1989, just eight years after the first cases of AIDS were diagnosed. The
“otherness” that the homosexual subtext reveals, then, is not about homosexuality itself, but
about the stigma surrounding what was considered deviant sexual behavior during the 1980s.
This affects more than just Dalton though – the AIDS epidemic will permanently alter the
random, unprotected sex that we see both Dalton and another bouncer partake in; the constant
bloody bar fights will carry new connotations, and will be mostly be put to an end because of
fear of this extremely new disease. The good timing, random sex, bloody fights, bar scene will be
changed forever. A relatively new phenomenon, as the first case was reported in 1981, and one
that caused mass hysteria and forever altered, if not eradicated entirely, the good timing bar
scene Dalton so desperately seeks to preserve in Road House. Having a good time is not so
uncomplicated anymore. There is not much homoerotic subtext in Beowulf, but it does not
matter. The homoerotic subtext of this cult classic subtly reveals the preoccupations, and a huge
fear, of the 80s – the Otherness of homosexuals in the midst of the extremely new AIDS
epidemic with an unsympathetic political administration. These characters, especially the men,
are obsessed with the stigma around homosexuals and the fear that the AIDS epidemic has
created. Known as the “gay plague” during the 80s, the AIDS epidemic created a harmful
atmosphere around the disease, which certainly could and did affect heterosexuals and nonintravenous drug users, and thus groups that were already Other and demonized, were further
villainized, and that cultural fear of course seeps into this ultra-heterosexual, testosterone-fueled
bouncer b-movie. The constant threat that the men revert back to time and again, and the
language underlying their vaguer threats, reveals a preoccupation with homosexuality and the
AIDS epidemic and are indicative of the fears of America as a whole during this time.
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Conclusion
There are certainly aspects of Road House that do not take themselves too seriously. For
instance, people in New York and Missouri recognize Dalton as the best bouncer in the business,
despite never having met him. But as author Jason Pargin wittily notes on his blog,
“Keep in mind, there were almost certainly bars in 1989 Missouri where the actual actor
Patrick Swayze could still go totally unrecognized. But James Dalton, who works as a
bouncer 1,200 miles away, is so well-known that he doesn’t even have to give a first
name.”
However, the serious aspects of the cult classic reveal a deep sense of connectivity to the cultural
preoccupations of the 1980s. Though my discussion of the significance of the Reagan era and the
AIDS epidemic was brief, the importance of these two facets of the 1980s are only necessary to
demonstrate Road House’s engagement with its own societal and cultural concerns. These are
human issues that Dalton and his men are dealing with, and ones that importantly cannot be
solved by just one man. Just as in Beowulf, the eponymous hero cannot stave off the invasion of
Geatland by the Swedes and can only protect Heorot from Grendel, but not from feuding in-laws,
so too is it impossible for Dalton to reckon with the destruction of Reaganomics on small towns,
or the impact of the AIDS crisis on America during the 1980s. While Maria Headley’s Beowulf
may initially seem to be of the same register as Road House, as they are both, at their cores, bar
stories, Headley’s does not succeed the way this cult classic does but ignores the cultural elegy
that Road House embraces.
What matters is that these two stories, Beowulf and Road House, are ruled by constant
foreshadowing, subtle historical cues, and the audience’s knowledge of the underlying realities
of the stories: Heorot Hall is burned to the ground due to fighting in-laws (Heaney 84-85);
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Beowulf dies; the Swedes eventually invade and depopulate Geatland; Reaganomics destroy
small towns with previously flourishing local economies; and the AIDS epidemic forever alters
the good timing bar scene. Like Beowulf, there are some things that are just too big for Dalton to
conquer on his own. Beowulf may not struggle with Grendel or his mother that long, and he may
be a good king while he lives, but he is only staving off the inevitable. Dalton might have an
easy time cleaning up the Double Deuce and ridding his small town of this emblem of
Reaganomics, but he cannot protect every small town from the unchecked cannibalistic
capitalism that will destroy untold numbers of local economies, and he certainly cannot stop the
AIDS epidemic that is taking numerous lives. These are ultimately two stories of temporary
heroes, heroes that are revered for what they do in local world, but defined ultimately by what
they cannot do. If Beowulf is an elegy, as Tolkien describes it, so too is Road House, despite
appearing to be a classic 80’s testosterone-filled good-timing bouncer film. It, too, as an elegy
for a world that is passing the characters by even as they are living in it. Their small town will
undoubtedly be consumed by new big-box stores destroying their locally-owned businesses, or
else pushing its citizens out to new areas. And the remnant “free-love” of the 70’s that the
audience witnesses in the hook-up scenes of Road House will be eradicated with the fear that
accompanies the AIDS epidemic of the 80s.
“Nobody ever wins a fight” is one of the most memorable lines of the movie, and it
reveals a deep connection between Road House and Beowulf. Wade Garrett dies, Brad dies, all
his men die, Dalton must face the trauma of killing another man (which he obviously does not
take pleasure in – see Memphis self-defense situation). The car dealership is gone, the cabin is
gone, Red’s auto-parts store is gone. Sure, the villain is gone, too, but the damage he wrought on
the small town cannot be reversed. In Beowulf, readers witness twelve years of dead Danes and
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the trauma to the people those murders left behind. Grendel, his mother, and the dragon are dead,
but the town has been ravaged by the dragon’s flames, Heorot is about to burn to the ground,
Beowulf is killed in the fight with the dragon, and the Swedes are coming to end Geatland. Just
as when Dalton says, “Nobody ever wins a fight,” the screaming woman at the end of Beowulf
knows that this endless cycle of destruction, fear, and trauma never truly ends.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
As a licensed educator with first-hand experience in the secondary English classroom, I
applaud Hinds’s attempt to introduce young readers to Beowulf through the graphic novel. As a
scholar of literature with a background in the translation of classic texts, however, I have quickly
become disenchanted with the thought of including Hinds’s work to stand beside any number of
Beowulf transmissions and translations – Hinds ignores the aspects of elegy that has rendered
Beowulf a cultural touchstone. Headley’s translation is equally disappointing in its abandonment
of the features of cultural elegy that define Beowulf, and while it is praised now, it will not stand
the test of time; its slang will age it prematurely and thus it will be permanently stuck in the era
in which it was created. And while all texts are products of their respective generations to some
extent, Headley’s use of slang is so egregious that it will quickly become too distracting and
ridiculous to even bother reading. As a bouncer at a seedy bar, however, I see that the parallels
between Road House and Beowulf are increasingly evident, and while Hinds’s and Headley’s
texts fall short, Herrington’s film unintentionally succeeds. Because Beowulf is essentially a
story of a terrorized bar desperate for a tough and vigilant bouncer in a seedy bar in Small Town,
USA, Road House over the intense undercurrent of 80s American cultural commentary is the
easiest, truest, most accurate way modern American audiences can grasp the significance of the
cultural elegy Beowulf represents. While the connection between Road House and Beowulf may
seem unlikely, I am certainly not the first or only one to notice it. In 2016, Tedious Brief
Productions debuted their own mashup of Beowulf and Road House in a theatrical production
called “Mead Hall;” they note the many parallels between the two stories and portray them in a
way that highlights these similarities and that is rooted in Joseph Campbell’s The Hero’s Journey
(1987). And while Road House may seem too old to be relevant to a discussion about modern
cultural elegy, Kenosha County Assistant District Attorney Thomas Binger proved that the film
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is still a part of Americans’ cultural consciousness when he defended Kyle Rittenhouse using an
image from Road House to bolster his argument. Though it would be easy to write off Road
House as a testosterone-fueled, quintessential 80s action movie, the film warrants more serious
attention than that. Road House is still a part of cultural discourse to the extent that even a
prosecutor in a high profile trial chose to invoke the dogma of Road House in his closing
arguments.
Ultimately, there is no need for comic book versions of the text that make Beowulf out to
be a superhero who can solve any problem, because he is not that. And there is no need for a
translation that relies on slang and shock value to garner readers because this story modernizes
itself over and over again, inadvertently, because it transcends time and space: it is a story about
humanity, a story of greed, power, suffering, and the futility of human struggle against cultural
issues that simply cannot be solved by one man, and it a story that is certainly not bound to an
ancient Germanic world.
When I think about Beowulf these days, I no longer think about hifalutin nobles, swamp
monsters, and dragons. When I encountered the poem for the first time as a teenager, I was
fascinated by these aspects of the story, and I found the political world boring, often skipping
over the speeches or interspersed frame stories. I know better now. This story is not about the
monsters at all, but about the humans. My interpretation of this ancient epic has changed with my
perspective. I am now a bouncer at my own small town’s local seedy bar, and sitting with
Beowulf and Dalton over the months of this research, I see them everywhere, in this world of
everyday folks trying to escape the fragile world they are living in, just like the people of
Beowulf and Road House. 2022 is marked with its own tumultuous and uncertain goings on:
COVID-19 is just as prevalent now as it was two years ago, Russia has invaded Ukraine, the
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climate crisis continues to simmer on the back burner (although it is shifting rapidly to the front
burner), and the undercurrent of fear is just as prevalent for modern Americans as it was for
Beowulf and Dalton. And there is no one solution now, just like there was not for those men.
When we sit with these texts, then, from the perspective of a 21st-century audience, that on the
surface might feel like casual tales of escapism or theatrical heroics, we can see them for what
they really are: grapplings with the deep humanity of fear and uncertainty. These are not stories
of hope, not really. They are stories of our shared, most primal instinct: fear. But while they
might not offer us much in the way of hope, what they do offer us is comfort in the fact that
though we feel fear, there is always someone left to tell the story, even when we are the
mourning woman at the end of Beowulf, screaming at “the hell that was to come” (Headley 135).
Humans are messy, emotional, unpredictable, chaotic, multifaceted. Like Grendel, we want our
mothers when we are distressed; like his mother, we seek vengeance when we have been
wronged; like Beowulf, we crave glory for our names. We sacrifice ourselves for others, like
Handscioh, but we are also greedy, self-interested. We often nurse our traumas quietly, in silence
for too long, until we hurt those around us, set off by something as simple, and not simple at all,
as a song shared amongst friends. We often have difficulties with our in-laws. We grieve; we
brag. Beowulf, while on the surface may appear otherwise, is a poem only concerned with
exploring the full scope of being human, of feeling every emotion we can possibly feel to the
fullest extent that we can feel it. It is about pride, glory, love, and fear. It is about the way
humans turn to stories when we are afraid, living in the midst of the unknown – it is the same
story of the way shelves were emptied of puzzles, journals, and art supplies at the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic – because humans turn to art to comfort themselves in times of fear. If
Beowulf offers its audience any hope, it is this: that stories will carry our humanity long after we
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have felt it has left us, when we are left screeching at the sky in mourning and in fear. It is a story
that repeats itself day after day, generation after generation. Humans are the animals that tell
stories; as Jonathan Gottschall puts it, “Fiction is a powerful and ancient virtual reality
technology that simulates the big dilemmas of human life” (67). And these big dilemmas result
not in stories like Headley’s, written amidst the Trump era and at the beginning of the COVID19 pandemic, but somehow totally disregarding either, or like Hinds’s, which chooses to ignore
the harsh realities of the death of a rich culture. To fully express our humanity, we tell stories
like Road House, and like Beowulf, that tell the action-packed stories of monsters and heroic
humans while simultaneously engaging with our cultural preoccupations.
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